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Fossil of giant 70m
year-old fish found 
in Argentina

Agiant 70 million year old fossil of a fish
that lived amongst dinosaurs has been
discovered in Argentine Patagonia, a team

of researchers said on Monday. Argentine pale-
ontologists “found the remains of a predator fish
that was more than six meters long,” the
researchers said in a statement. The discovery
was published in the scientific journal
Alcheringa: An Australasian Journal of
Palaeontology. The fish “swam in the Patagonian
seas at the end of the Cretaceous Period, when
the temperature there was much more temperate
than now,” the statement said. “The fossils of this
carnivorous animal with sharp teeth and scary
appearance were found close to the Colhue
Huapial lake” around 1,400 kilometres south of
the capital Buenos Aires.

This fossil belonged to the Xiphactinus
genus, “amongst the largest predatory fish that
existed in the history of Earth.” “Its body was
notably slim and ended in a huge head with big
jaws and teeth as sharp as needles, several cen-
timetres long.” Examples of this species have
been found in other parts of the world, “some of
which even have preserved stomach contents,”
said Julieta de Pasqua, one of the study authors.
Previously, the Xiphactinus had only been found
in the northern hemisphere, although one exam-
ple was recently found in Venezuela. Patagonia is
one of the most important reservoirs of fossils of
dinosaurs and prehistoric species.—AFP

The first ever digital Paris fashion week started
Monday to mixed reviews from fashionistas.
Forced online by the coronavirus, labels tried to

replicate the glitz and glamour of the real thing by
recruiting film and television stars for the films which
replaced runway shows. In a bold move, Dior raised
eyebrows by drafting in the Italian director Matteo
Garrone, best known for gritty gangster films
“Gomorrah” and “Dogman”, to immortalise its haute
couture collection. The gamble seems to have paid off
in spades.

His mythologically inspired video featuring Greek
nymphs, a mermaid and a rather horny Pan clocked up
more than 1.5 million views on Instagram in four hours.
Gorrone weaved the story of the Theatre of Fashion, a
touring exhibition of dolls dressed by French designers
including Christian Dior just after World War II, into
the fantastical universe of his own 2015 film, “Tale of
Tales”, starring Salma Hayek and Vincent Cassel. 

‘Not one black person’ 
In the Dior video, two bell boys wheel a trunk mod-

elled on the fashion house’s Paris headquarters
through a dreamy primeval forest and offer the nymhs
and forest goddesses each a heart-stopping look to
try. The director said Dior’s Italian creator Maria
Grazia Chiuri gave him the idea for the storyline.
“When I saw the trunk with the small dresses it was
already a fairytale,” he added. But not everyone was so
enchanted.

Some of the most liked comments on the video
pointed out that there was “not even one black person
in it”, while the New York Times’ Elizabeth Paton
tweeted wryly, “Not very diverse casting (with the
exception of the man-goats).” Supermodel Naomi

Campbell had earlier opened fashion week by saying it
was time the industry took on the lessons of the Black
Lives Matter movement and started “enforcing inclu-
sion”. Like Dior, the Dutch designer Iris van Herpen
called in cinematic reinforcements for her video.

Could do better 
Her compatriot, actress Carice van Houten—the

Red Priestess from “Game of Thrones”—was the star
of Van Herpen’s digital offering, which concentrated on
a single one of her ethereal high-tech looks. Van
Herpen said she found the leap to digital difficult, “very
unsure and quite hectic”. She said she missed the “col-
laborative aspect of previous shows” and the adrena-
line of showing live. Although a big fan of Van Herpen
and Garrone, critic Diane Pernet, who also runs the
ASVOFF fashion film festival, said she was not
impressed by much of what she had seen. “I am all into
digital,” she told AFP, “but it is not doing it for me.”

“I am sorry, I think they can do more,” the Paris-
based American said, saying labels “could pick up a
few tricks from students at the Royal Academy in
Antwerp”, the alma mater of such acclaimed designers
as Dries Van Noten, Martin Margiela, Balenciaga’s
Demna Gvasalia and Ann Demeulemeester. But New
York Times critic Vanessa Friedman said the online
couture shows also had their upsides. “I’ll say one
thing... you don’t have to sit there for the usual 20-30
minutes twiddling your thumbs and waiting for them to
start,” she tweeted. The Paris haute couture shows
continue until Thursday, to be followed by four days of
menswear shows.—AFP

The fossilized remains of this Xiphactinus - simi-
lar to the one found in Argentina - was discov-
ered in the US state of Kansas and sold at auc-
tion in 2010.

— www.bangkokpost.com

An employee sews a miniature dress for the recording of Dior Haute Couture collection’s presentation movie, in
Dior’s sewing workshop in Paris.

Italian fashion designer Maria Grazia Chiuri for Dior
poses during a session portrait in Dior’s sewing work-
shop in Paris.-AFP photos

A student of the Leap of Dance Academy, Precious
Duru, performs a dance routine in Okelola street in
Ajangbadi.

A student of the Leap of Dance Academy, Olamide
Olawale, performs a dance routine.

An employee sews a miniature dress for the recording
of Dior Haute Couture collection’s presentation movie,
in Dior’s sewing workshop in Paris.

Dior strikes gold as Paris fashion
makes mixed virtual debut

Asmall group of Nigerian girls and boys wearing
leotards and leggings limber up in a spare room
at a run-down primary school with patches of

damp on the walls. They launch into pirouettes and
arabesques but have to make do without music. Today,
the stereo is not working, because there is no electrici-
ty.      This is Leap of Dance Academy—a ballet school
in a poor district of sprawling megacity Lagos that
aims to bring classical dance to underprivileged chil-
dren in Africa’s most populous nation. The school is the
brainchild of self-taught ballet aficionado Daniel Ajala,
who opened its doors in late 2017 after studying the
dance moves online and in books.

Now the academy—which Ajala funds out of his
own pocket—has 12 pupils aged between six and 15.
The lessons are free and shoes and kit provided to the
children, most of whom had never heard of ballet
before they got involved.    “Ballet is for people who
have money, who are very high class, because ballet is
expensive,” Ajala  tells AFP. “In this area, I know we
can’t actually afford the luxury of ballet, or dance edu-
cation—so I think it’s a beautiful art to introduce to
our people here.” He says locals in the neighbourhood
of Ajangbadi were sceptical at first about his plan to

teach ballet.   “When we started ballet here, people
were like ‘what are they doing? Is it not indecent? It’s
not a Christian dance!’”

“We want to make sure to show them that this is
not a bad dance—ballet is a very disciplined, forward
dance that is very important in the growth of a child.”
Now after several years of training and effort the
dancers have gained more acceptance.  And when they
practice their moves outside around the area they now
draw admiring—if sometimes still confused—glances.
Ballet has provided an inspiration and window onto
unknown cultures for 15-year-old student Olamide
Olawole. She has even begun thinking of becoming a
dance teacher herself.  “My dream is to make children
around the world to be able to share the same dance
experience,” she says.   “I want them to be able to
express their feelings through dance.” Ifoma Madu
watches on with pride as her son Anthony Madu per-
forms a grand jete leap alongside his classmates.   “I
feel great, I feel wonderful, I’m very excited,” she told
AFP.  “When I see him dancing, it gives me joy.”—AFP 

A student of the Leap of Dance Academy, Olamide
Olawale, performs a dance routine.

A student of the Leap of Dance Academy, Anthony Madu
(right), performs a ballet dance routine in front of his
mother’s shop in Okelola street in Ajangbadi, Lagos.

Students stretch during
rehearsals at the Leap of
Dance Academy in Ajangbadi,
Lagos.—AFP photos

Nigeria academy looks to 
spread ballet among Lagos poor

Students of the Leap of Dance Academy pose for portrait
in at Ajangbadi, Lagos.


